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Unit-01 Object-oriented Programming in Python
Learning Objective
Python is primarily designed as an object-oriented programming language. This
unit will focus on Object orientation as a programming paradigm with creating and
using classes, objects and methods. This will help you become an expert in using
Python's object-oriented programming support.
There are some basic programming concepts in OOP such as Inheritance,
Encapsulation, and Abstraction. This unit will discuss object-oriented concepts in
Python with Inheritance, Encapsulation and Polymorphism.
In this unit, you will be able to:
• Identify the object-oriented nature of Python.
• Define class, object and method in Python.
• Differentiate functions and methods in Python.
1.1 Introduction
Programming languages that allow the programmer to define new classes of objects
are called object-oriented languages. These languages also support a style of
programming called object-oriented programming. Python classes provide all the
standard features of Object-Oriented Programming. the class inheritance
mechanism facilitates you to define multiple base classes, any methods of its base
class(s) can be overridden by the derived class, and a method can call the method
of a base class with the same name.
1.2 Overview of object-oriented programming (OOP)
In OOP, programs are made up of objects and functions that are required to work
with those objects. So, programs contain object definitions and function definitions.
Each object definition corresponds to some object or concept in the real world, and
the functions that operate on that object correspond to the ways real-world objects
interact.
A class is a new type or a blueprint where objects are instances of a particular class.
For example, the Draw Polygon class correspond to drawing a polygon. It may
include objects like a circle or square.
Object-oriented programming concept is a model organized around "class/object"
concept rather than on functions. Objects are modelled after real-world entities.
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1.3 Basic concepts of objects and classes
When we create an object, we call it an instance of a class. A class is defined as a
type in Python. You can find out the type of any object using the type function.
Functions are used to utilize the code in more than one place in a program. Python
provides inbuilt functions like print() and you can create your own functions in
addition to built-in functions.
An object has two characteristics:
• attributes
• behaviour
Let's take an example:
Man/Women is an object, whereas name, age, color are attributes and singing,
dancing is behaviour.
The concept of OOP in Python focuses on creating reusable code. This concept is
also known as DRY (Don't Repeat Yourself).
Python Class
A Python class is simply a representation of a type of object. It is the blueprint/
plan/ template that describes the details of an object. A class is a blueprint from
which the individual objects are created. Class is composed of three things: a name,
attributes, and operations.
The simplest form of class definition looks like this:
class <class name >:
<method definition-1>
<method definition-n>
Class definitions, like function definitions. In practice, the statements inside a class
definition will usually be function definitions, but other statements are allowed, and
sometimes useful.
When a class definition is entered, a new name-space is created, and used as the
local scope - thus, all assignments to local variables go into this new name-space.
In particular, function definitions bind the name of the new function here.
The class definition syntax has two parts: a class header and a set of method
definitions that follow the class header. The class header consists of the class name
and the parent class name. The class name is a Python identifier.
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Example:
class student:
def display(self, name ):
print ("your name is ", name)
st1 = student()
st2 = student()
st1.display("Aseem")
st2.display("Sibananda")
OUTPUT:
your name is Aseem
your name is Sibananda
In the above example, a class named student has been created. A function named
display is defined. display() function contain two-argument self and name. Two
objects st1 and st2 have been created.
Python Object
An object can be considered a "thing" that can perform a set of related activities.
The set of activities that the object performs defines the object's behaviour. In pure
OOP terms, an object is an instance of a class.
Syntax of object creation
obj = className()
Here, obj is the object name whereas className is the Name of the class whose
object has been created.
Example:
st1 = student()
You call the class using class name and call the function with arguments
st1.display(argument)
Example:
class student:
number = 40
def dis(self,name):
print(name)
print(number)
st1 = student()
st1.dis("Aseem")
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OUTPUT:
Aseem
Traceback (most recent call last): NameError: name 'number' is not defined
Explanation: The above example shows that number =40 while executing, it is
giving an error, the number is a class variable whose value would be shared among
all instances of this class. This can be accessed as student.number from inside the
class or outside the class. The method inside the class can access the class variables
by using self.
Let’s rewrite the Program again
class student:
number = 40
def dis(self,name,number):
print(name)
print(number)
print (self.number)
st1: student = student()
st1.dis("Aseem",60)
OUTPUT:
Aseem
60
40
Now you can understand the meaning of self to access the class variable from
method dis().
We used self because the interpreter binds the parameter self to that object (means
class, object is the instance of class). The code binds the parameter self in the
method dis() to the student class object referenced by the variable st1. The code for
dis() can then use self to access that particular object's number.
Another Example:
class student:
number = 40
def dis(self,name,number):
print(name)
print(number)
print(self.number)
self.number = self.number + 2
print(self.number)
st1 = student()
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st1.dis("game",60)
st2 = student()
st2.dis("Aseem",60)
print("value is..",student.number)
OUTPUT:
Aseem
60
40
42
Aseem
60
40
42
value is.. 40
Example:
class student:
number = 40
def dis(self,name,number):
print(name)
print(number)
print(student.number)
student.number = student.number + 2
print(student.number)
st1 = student()
st1.dis("game",60)
st2 = student()
st2.dis("Aseem",60)
print("value is..",student.number)
OUTPUT:
Aseem
60
40
42
Aseem
60
42
44
value is.. 44
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You can see a clear difference from the above figure, self.number is just accessing
the variable. But student.number can change the class variable because of the class
variable number and class. the number inside the method is the same.
1.4 Constructor in Python ( __init__ )
Class functions that begin with a double underscore (__) are called special functions
as they have special meaning.
Of one particular interest is the __init__() function. This special function gets called
whenever a new object of that class is instantiated.

This type of function is also called constructors in Object-Oriented Programming
(OOP). We normally use it to initialize all the variables.
The init method (short for “initialization”) is a special method that gets invoked
when an object is created. Its full name is __ init __ (two underscore characters,
followed by init, and then two more underscores).
Example:
class Dog:
def __init__(self):
print("I am inside the constructor method.")
# instantiate the Parrot class
obj1 = Dog()
If we added the above __init__ method to the Dog class, and create an object of the
class Dog then the program would output the following.
OUTPUT:
I am inside the constructor method.
This is because the constructor method is automatically initialized. You should use
this method to carry out any initializing you would like to do with your class
objects.
Instead of using the constructor method above, let’s create one that uses a named
variable that we can use to assign names to objects. We’ll pass the name as a
parameter and set self.name equal to name:
Example:
class Shark:
def __init__(self, name):
self.name = name
def swim(self):
print(self.name + " is Plying Cricket.")
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def be_awesome(self):
print(self.name + " is being awesome.")
obj=Shark("Aseem")
obj.swim()
obj.be_awesome()
OUTPUT:
Aseem is Plying Cricket.
Aseem is being awesome.
We see that the name we passed to the object is being printed out. We defined the
__init__ method with the parameter name (along with the self-keyword) and
defined a variable within the method.
Because the constructor method is automatically initialized, we do not need to
explicitly call it, only pass the arguments in the parentheses following the class
name when we create a new instance of the class.
Let’s write the above program again using main function
class Shark:
def __init__(self, name):
self.name = name
def swim(self):
print(self.name + " is Plying Cricket.")
def be_awesome(self):
print(self.name + " is being awesome.")
def main():
obj=Shark("Aseem")
obj.swim()
obj.be_awesome()
if __name__ == "__main__":
main()
OUTPUT:
Aseem is Plying Cricket.
Aseem is being awesome.
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Let’s understand another example
Example
class Dog:
# class attribute
species = "Animal"
# instance attribute
def __init__(self, name, age):
self.name = name
self.age = age
# instantiate the Parrot class
obj1 = Dog("Blu", 10)
obj2 = Dog("Woo", 15)
# access the class attributes
print("obj1 is a {}".format(Dog.species))
print("obj2 is also a {}".format(Dog.species))
# access the instance attributes
print("{} is {} years old".format( obj1.name, obj1.age))
print("{} is {} years old".format( obj2.name, obj2.age))
In the above example, we define a new class called Dog. It has a function, __init__()
to initialize the variables.
1.5 Inheritance in Python
Object-oriented programming creates reusable patterns of code to curtail
redundancy in development projects. One way that object-oriented programming
achieves recyclable code is through inheritance when one subclass can leverage
code from another base class.
Inheritance allows you to acquire the properties to base a new class from an existing
one. By doing so, the new child class automatically gets all of the methods and
attributes of the existing parent class. In this way, you can say the child class
inherits the attributes of its parent class.
Inheritance is a way to form new classes using a class that is already defined. It is
a way of arranging objects in a hierarchy from the most general to the most specific.
If we think of inheritance in terms of biology, we can think of a child inheriting
certain traits from their parent. That is, a child can inherit a parent’s height or eye
color. Children also may share the same last name with their parents.
Classes called child classes or subclasses inherit methods and variables from
parent classes or base classes.
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We can think of a parent class called Parent that has class variables for last_name,
height, and eye_color that the child class Child will inherit from the Parent.
Because the Child subclass is inheriting from the Parent base class, the Child class
can reuse the code of Parent, allowing the programmer to use fewer lines of code
and decrease redundancy.
Syntax:
class ParentClass:
Body of Parentclass
class ChildClass(ParentClass):
Body of Child class
So here child class inherits features from the parent class, adding new features to
it. This results in re-usability of code.
Example:
class parent:
def sum(self,a,b):
c=a+b
print("addition is ",c)
class child(parent):
def mul(self,a,b):
c=a*b
print("multiplication ",c)
c = child() # creating object of child class
c.sum(10,5)
c.mul(5,10) # Accessing the sum function of parent class using object of the child class
OUTPUT:
addition is 15
multiplication 50
The above example shows a simple example of inheritance. The child class inherit
the properties of the parent class, that's why the object of a child class can access
the method of the parent class.
Child or subclasses are classes that will inherit from the parent class. That means
that each child class will be able to make use of the methods and variables of the
parent class.
Another Example:
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Let’s create a Fish parent class that we will later use to construct types of fish as its
subclasses. Each of these fish will have first names and last names in addition to
characteristics.
Let’s add the methods swim() and swim_backwards() to the Fish class so that
every subclass will also be able to make use of these methods.
Base class/ Parent class
class Fish:
def __init__(self, noOfEyes=2, Last_name="Fish"):
self.noOfEyes = noOfEyes
self.Last_name = Last_name
def swim(self):
print("The fish is swimming.")
def swim_backwards(self):
print("The fish can swim backwards.")
A Goldfish child class that subclasses the Fish class will be able to make use of
both the method i.e. swim() and swim_backwards() method declared in Fish
without needing to declare it.
The first line of a child class looks a little different than non-child classes as you
must pass the parent class into the child class as a parameter:
class Goldfish(Fish):
The Goldfish class is a child of the Fish class. We know this because of the
inclusion of the word Fish in parentheses.
With child classes, we can choose to add more methods, override existing parent
methods, or simply accept the default parent methods with the pass keyword, what
we have done in this case:
class Goldfish(Fish):
pass
We can now create a Goldfish object without having to define any additional
methods.
gf = Goldfish("Terry")
print(gf.name + " " + gf.Last_name +"has ", gf.noOfEyes ,"Eyes")
gf.swim()
gf.swim_backwards()
We have created a Goldfish object gf that makes use of each of the methods of the
Fish class even though we did not define those methods in the Goldfish child class.
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We only needed to pass the value of "Terry" to the name and noOfEye variable
because all of the other variables were initialized.
So the complete code will looks like this
class Fish:
def __init__(self, name, noOfEyes=2, Last_name="Fish"):
self.name=name
self.noOfEyes = noOfEyes
self.Last_name = Last_name
def swim(self):
print("The fish is swimming.")
def swim_backwards(self):
print("The fish can swim backwards.")
class Goldfish(Fish):
pass
gf = Goldfish("Terry")
print(gf.name + " " + gf.Last_name +"has ",gf.noOfEyes ,"Eyes")
gf.swim()
gf.swim_backwards()
OUTPUT:
Terry Fish has 2 Eyes
The fish is swimming.
The fish can swim backwards.
Next, let’s create another child class called Clownfish that includes its own method.
Its special method will permit it to live with sea anemone:
class Clownfish(Fish):
def live_with_anemone(self):
print("The clownfish is coexisting with sea anemone.")
So the complete code will look like as follows
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Example:
# parent class Fish
class Fish:
def __init__(self, name, noOfEyes=2, Last_name="Fish"):
self.name=name
self.noOfEyes = noOfEyes
self.Last_name = Last_name
def swim(self):
print("The fish is swimming.")
def swim_backwards(self):
print("The fish can swim backwards.")
# child class GoldFish
class Goldfish(Fish):
pass
# child class Clownfish
class Clownfish(Fish):
def live_with_anemone(self):
print("The clownfish is coexisting with sea anemone.")
gf = Goldfish("Terry")
print(gf.name + " " + gf.Last_name +"has ",gf.noOfEyes ,"Eyes")
gf.swim()
gf.swim_backwards()
print("_________________________________________________")
casey = Clownfish("Casey")
print(casey.name + " " + casey.Last_name +"has ", casey.noOfEyes ,"Eyes")
casey.swim()
casey.swim_backwards()
casey.live_with_anemone()
Output:
Terry Fish has 2 Eyes
The fish is swimming.
The fish can swim backwards.
_________________________________________________
Terry Fish has 2 Eyes
The fish is swimming.
The fish can swim backwards.
The clownfish is coexisting with sea anemone.
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The output shows that the Clownfish object casey is able to use the Fish methods
as well as its child class method of live_with_anemone().
If we try to use the live_with_anemone() method in a gf object, we’ll receive an
error.
This is because the method live_with_anemone() belongs only to the Clownfish
child class, and not the Fish parent class.
1.6 Overriding Parent Methods
So far, we have looked at the child class Goldfish that made use of the pass
keyword to inherit all of the parent class Fish behaviours, and another child class
Clownfish that inherited all of the parent class behaviours and also created its own
unique method that is specific to the child class. Sometimes, however, we will want
to make use of some of the parent class behaviours but not all of them. When we
change parent class methods we override them.
When constructing parent and child classes, it is important to keep program design
in mind so that overriding does not produce unnecessary or redundant code.
We’ll create a NewFish child class of the Fish parent class. But suppose this
NewFish has one eye and can’t swim backwards. But as it is a child class of Fish
class it inherits all the features of Fish class like NoOfEye=2 and the
swim_backwards() method of Fish class. Which not our requirements.
For that, we’ll override
swim_backwards() method.

the

__init__()

constructor

method

and

the

Example:
class Fish:
def __init__(self, name, noOfEyes=2, Last_name="Fish"):
self.name=name
self.noOfEyes = noOfEyes
self.Last_name = Last_name
def swim(self):
print("The fish is swimming.")
def swim_backwards(self):
print("The fish can swim backwards.")
class Goldfish(Fish):
pass
class Clownfish(Fish):
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def live_with_anemone(self):
print("The clownfish is coexisting with sea anemone.")
class NewFish(Fish):
def swim_backwards(self):
print("The fish can not swim backwards.")
gf = Goldfish("Terry")
print(gf.name + " " + gf.Last_name +"has ",gf.noOfEyes ,"Eyes")
gf.swim()
gf.swim_backwards()
print("_________________________________________________")
casey = Clownfish("Casey")
print(casey.name + " " + casey.Last_name +"has ",casey.noOfEyes ,"Eyes")
casey.swim()
casey.swim_backwards()
casey.live_with_anemone()
print("_________________________________________________")
nf = NewFish("Derry",1)
print(nf.name + " " + nf.Last_name +" has ",nf.noOfEyes ,"Eyes")
nf.swim()
nf.swim_backwards()
Output:
Terry Fish has 2 Eyes
The fish is swimming.
The fish can swim backwards.
_________________________________________________
Casey Fish has 2 Eyes
The fish is swimming.
The fish can swim backwards.
The clownfish is coexisting with sea anemone.
_________________________________________________
Derry Fish has 1 Eyes
The fish is swimming.
The fish can not swim backwards.
The NewFish child class successfully overrode the __init__() and
swim_backwards() methods of the Fish parent class, while also inheriting the
swim() method of the parent class.
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1.7 super() Function
With the super() function, you can gain access to inherited methods that have been
overwritten in a class object.
When we use the super() function, we are calling a parent method into a child
method to make use of it. For example, we may want to override one aspect of the
parent method with certain functionality, but then call the rest of the original parent
method to finish the method.
The super() function is most commonly used within the __init__() method because
that is where you will most likely need to add some uniqueness to the child class
and then complete initialization from the parent.
To see how this works, let’s modify our Clownfish child class. Since Clownfish
are typically blue in color, let’s add a color variable to the __init__() method, but
then maintain the rest of the parent class’s variables and parameters:
class Clownfish(Fish):
def __init__(self,color="Blue"):
self.color=color
#super(Clownfish, self).__init__(self) or
super().__init__(self)
We have overridden the __init__() method in the Clownfish child class, providing
a different implementation of the __init__() that is already defined by its parent
class Fish. Within the __init__() method of our Clownfish class we have explicitly
invoked the __init__() method of the Fish class by using the following syntax
#super(Clownfish, self).__init__(self) or
super().__init__(self)
Because we have overridden the method.
Now we can invoke the initialized variables of the parent class and also make use
of the unique child variable. Let’s use this in an instance of Clownfish:
Example:
class Fish:
def __init__(self, name, noOfEyes=2, Last_name="Fish"):
self.name=name
self.noOfEyes = noOfEyes
self.Last_name = Last_name
def swim(self):
print("The fish is swimming.")
class Clownfish(Fish):
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def __init__(self,color="Blue"):
self.color=color
#super(Clownfish, self).__init__(self)
super().__init__(self)
def live_with_anemone(self):
print("The clownfish is coexisting with sea anemone.")
casey = Clownfish()
casey.name="Casey"
print(casey.name + " " + casey.Last_name +" has ",casey.noOfEyes ,"Eyes")
print("color is.."+casey.color)
casey.swim()
casey.live_with_anemone()
Output:
Casey Fish has 2 Eyes
color is.Blue
The fish is swimming.
The clownfish is coexisting with sea anemone.
The output shows that the object casey of the Clownfish child class is able to make
use of both the child-specific __init__() variable color while also being able to call
the Fish parent __init__() variables of first_name, last_name, and noOfEyes.
The built-in Python function super() allows us to utilize parent class methods even
when overriding certain aspects of those methods in our child classes.
1.8 Multiple Inheritance
Just like C++, one class can acquire properties from more than one base classes or
Parent classes in Python. This is called multiple inheritances.
In multiple inheritances, the features of all the parent classes are inherited into the
derived class/child class.
The syntax for multiple inheritances is the same as single inheritance.
Multiple inheritances allow programs to reduce redundancy, but it can also
introduce a certain amount of complexity as well as ambiguity, so it should be done
with a thought to overall program design.
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Example:
class Fish:
def community(self):
print("i am inside Fish Class")
class mammal:
def protect_mammal(self):
print("I am inside mammal class.")
class GoldFish(Fish, mammal):
def protect_gf(self):
print("I am inside GoldFish class.")
obj=GoldFish() # Creating an object of GoldFish Class
obj.community();
obj.protect_mammal()
obj.protect_gf()
The Fish class has a method called community() that prints one line, and the
mammal class has a method called protect_mammal() that prints another line.
Then we call both classes into the inheritance tuple. This means that GoldFish is
inheriting from two-parent classes. The object obj is set as a GoldFish object and
can use the methods in both parent classes. When we run the program, we’ll see the
following output:
Output:
I am inside Fish Class
I am inside mammal class.
I am inside GoldFish class.
The output shows that methods from both parent classes were effectively used in
the child class.
Multiple inheritances allow us to use the code from more than one parent class in a
child class. If the same method is defined in multiple parent methods, the child class
will use the method of the first parent declared in its tuple list.
1.9 Multilevel Inheritance
One can inherit form a derived class too. This is called multilevel inheritance.
In multilevel inheritance, features of the base class and the derived class is inherited
into the new derived class.
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Syntax:
class Base:
#statement
class Derived1(Base):
#statement
class Derived2(Derived1):
#statement
Here, Derived1 is derived from Base, and Derived2 is
derived from Derived1. So finally all the features of
Base class and Derived1 class are present in Derived2
class.
Example:
class Fish:
def community(self):
print("i am inside Fish Class")
class mammal(Fish):
def protect_mammal(self):
print("I am inside mammal class.")
class GoldFish(mammal):
def protect_gf(self):
print("I am inside GoldFish class.")
obj=GoldFish()
obj.community();
obj.protect_mammal()
obj.protect_gf()
Output:
i am inside Fish Class
I am inside mammal class.
I am inside GoldFish class.
1.10 Data Encapsulation
Encapsulation hides the implementation details of a class from other objects. The
aim of using encapsulation is that the data inside the object should only be accessed
through a public interface. If we want to use the data stored in an object to perform
an action or calculate a derived value, we define a method associated with the object
which does this.
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Protected members can access only within its class and subclasses. By prefixing the
name of the variable with a single underscore, you can define protected variables
in Python.
And also by using double underscore ‘__ ‘ in front of the variable or a function
name you will be able to define private members.
Example:
class Person:
def __init__(self):
self.fname = 'aseem' # public variable
self.__lname = 'patel' #private variable
#Outside class
P = Person()
print(“My name is …”P.fname)
print(“My last name is…”P.__lname)
Output:
My name is … saman
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "C:/Users/OSOU-18/PycharmProjects/MyFirstPythonprogram/
program1.py", line 13, in <module>
print("My last name is…",P.__lname)
AttributeError: 'Person' object has no attribute '__lname'
In this example accessing public variables outside the class, the definition is
possible. But cannot access a private variable outside the class.
But we can access this private variable __lname by accessing it through a function
inside the class Person as follow:
Example:
class Person:
def __init__(self):
self.fname = 'aseem'
self.__lname = 'patel'
def PrintPersonName(self):
return self.fname +' ' + self.__lname
P = Person()
print("My name is …",P.fname)
print(P.PrintPersonName())
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Output:
My name is … aseem
aseem patel
In the previous program, the private variable was not possible to access outside the
class. But Here, the private variable __lname was get called inside the method
PrintPersonName() and this method was accessed by the object of Person class.
1.11 Let’s Sum Up
In this Unit we learnt about different features of Object-oriented features of
Python Programming like class, object, Inheritance, method overloading,
Constructor, destructor, Encapsulation, Super function.
We also learnt about data abstraction which keeps data safe and secure. And how
to
make
code
reusable
using
inheritance.
We also explored the various characteristics of classes and objects and also
several terminologies related with it. We have also seen the Pros and Cons of
object-oriented programming. Python is highly object-oriented and
understanding these concepts carefully will help you a lot in different field.
1.12 References
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Unit-02 (Error and Exception Handling)
Learning Objective
This unit introduces you to the different kinds of errors that can occur in a program
and how to distinguish among them in order to track them down quicker. The three
types of errors that will be discussed in this unit are: Syntax errors, Runtime errors
and Semantic errors. The latter part of this unit will discuss the definition of
exception and the importance of handling it using appropriate techniques.
The objective of this unit is to:
•
•
•
•

Identify the possibilities where programs can lead to unexpected outcomes
Describe the techniques used to distinguish among the type of errors
Describe the errors and exceptions handling mechanisms in Python
Write robust code using appropriate error handling techniques

2.1 Introduction
Programmers must be always mindful of possible errors that may arise in their
programs. Examples abound: a function may not receive arguments that it is
designed to accept, a necessary resource may be missing, or a connection across a
network may be lost. When designing a program, one must anticipate the
exceptional circumstances that may arise and take appropriate measures to handle
them. There is no single correct approach to handling errors in a program.
Python interpreter handles errors by terminating immediately and printing an error
message, so that programmers can address issues as soon as they arise. In any case,
programmers must make conscious choices about how their programs should react
to exceptional conditions.
Different kinds of errors occur in a program and it is important to distinguish among
them in order to track them down more quickly.
The following are the three types of error that occurs in a Python programs
•
•
•

Syntax error
Runtime error
Semantic error

2.2 Syntax error
Syntax errors are produced by Python when it is translating the source code into
byte code. They usually indicate that there is something wrong with the syntax of
the program.
Example: Omitting the colon at the end of a def statement yields the somewhat
redundant message SyntaxError: invalid syntax. Syntax errors are usually easy
to fix once you figure out what they are. Unfortunately, the error messages are often
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not helpful. The most common messages are SyntaxError: invalid syntax and
SyntaxError: invalid token, neither of which is very informative.
On the other hand, the message does tell you where in the program the problem
occurred. Actually, it tells you where Python noticed a problem, which is not
necessarily where the error is. Sometimes the error is prior to the location of the
error message, often on the preceding line.
2.3 Runtime errors
Runtime errors are produced by the interpreter if something goes wrong while the
program is running. Most runtime error messages include information about where
the error occurred and what functions were executed.
Example: An infinite recursion eventually causes the runtime error “maximum
recursion depth exceeded.”
2.4 Semantic errors
Semantic errors are problems with a program that runs without producing error
messages but does not do the right thing. Example: An expression may not be
evaluated in the order you expect, yielding an incorrect result.
In some ways, semantic errors are the hardest to debug, because the interpreter
provides no information about what is wrong. Only you know what the program is
supposed to do.
The first step is to make a connection between the program text and the behavior
you are seeing. You need a guess about what the program is actually doing.
For example
num1 = 12
num2 = 23
num3 = 34
average= num1+num2+num3/3
print ('The average of the three numbers is:',average)
Output: The average of the three numbers is: 46.333333333333336
But the output of the actual calculation should be: The average of the three numbers
is: 23.0
Therefore, the output of the program stated above is incorrect because of the order
of operations in arithmetic.
In order to rectify this problem, the following parenthesis should be added:
average= (num1+num2+num3)/3
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Corrected Example:
num1 = 12
num2 = 23
num3 = 34
average= num1+num2+num3/3
print ('The average of the three numbers is:',average)
Output:
The average of the three numbers is: 23.0
This example gives you an idea of how a program may not give you an error but
yet logically be incorrect.
2.5 Syntax Errors v Exceptions
A SyntaxError occurs when you try to run syntactically invalid Python code, that
is, when you're asking Python to execute code that is not actually Python code.
When this happens, the code is not executed at all, not even those lines that are
syntactically valid. This is very different from an Exception!
An Exception occurs when there is an error during execution of syntactically valid
Python code. In Python terminology, an Exception is raised. To illustrate this, let's
define an unsafe function, that is, a function that can easily result in an Exception.
def oneover(i):
print( 1/i)
Calling oneover(0) results in a ZeroDivisionError (a special kind of Exception)
because dividing any number by 0 is not allowed:
Example:
def oneover(i):
print( 1/i)
oneover(0)
Output:
ZeroDivisionError: division by zero
2.6 Exception Handling
An exception can be handled by an enclosing try statement. A try statement consists
of multiple clauses; the first begins with try and the rest begin with except:
Try statement with an except clause
The try and except block in Python is used to catch and handle exceptions. Python
executes code following the try statement as a “normal” part of the program. The
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code that follows the except statement is the program’s response to any exceptions
in the preceding try clause.
In order to handle the exception, try and except block is used. A single try statement
can have multiple except statement. Due to multiple Python exception, program can
throw an exception in appropriate section.
Syntax:
try:
<try suite>
except <exception class> as <name>:
<except suite>
...
The <try suite> is always executed immediately when the try statement is executed.
Suites of the except clauses are only executed when an exception is raised during
the course of executing the <try suite>.
Example:
while True:
try:
x = int(input("Please enter a number: "))
break
except:
print("Oops! That was no valid number. Try again...")
Output:
Please enter a number: A
Oops! That was no valid number. Try again...
Please enter a number: X
Oops! That was no valid number. Try again...
Please enter a number: 5
Process finished with exit code 0
This kind of a try-except statement catches all the exceptions that occur. Using this
kind of try-except statement is not considered a good programming practice though,
because it catches all exceptions but does not make the programmer identify the
root cause of the problem that may occur.
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2.6.1 Catching Specific Exceptions in Python
In the previous example, we did not mention any exception in except clause.
This is not a good programming practice as it will catch all exceptions and handle
every case in the same way. We can specify which exceptions an except clause will
catch.
A try clause can have any number of except clause to handle them differently but
only one will be executed in case an exception occurs.
Example:
while True:
try:
x = int(input("Please enter a number: "))
break
except ValueError:
print("Oops! That was no valid number. Try again...")
Example:
try:
x = 1/0
except ZeroDivisionError as e:
print('handling a', type(e))
x=0
Output:
handling a <class 'ZeroDivisionError'>
It is good practice to specify which Exceptions should be caught. For example, this
program triggers a ZeroDivisionError error when called with 0 and a TypeError
called it with a str or some other value that doesn't work in a numeric division.
Therefore, we can specify that we want to catch only those two Exceptions, and in
addition specify that we want to keep the Exception object as the variable e.
2.6.2 The except Clause with Multiple Exceptions
An except clause may name multiple exceptions as a parenthesized tuple. We can
use a tuple of values to specify multiple exceptions in an except clause.
Example:
while True:
try:
num = int(input("Enter the number "))
re = 100/num
except ValueError:
print("Value is not int type")
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break
except ZeroDivisionError:
print("Don't use zero")
break
print("result is ",re)
Output:
Enter the number 12
result is 8.333333333333334
Enter the number 23
result is 4.3478260869565215
Enter the number 0
Don't use zero
Enter the number a
Value is not int type
Process finished with exit code 0
In above example you can understand that the error throws in particular exception
block.
One single exception block can handle multiple exception types.
Syntax
except ( Exception1, Exception2) :
Example:
try:
num = int(input("Enter the number "))
re = 100/num
except (ValueError, ZeroDivisionError) :
print ("Something is wrong")
else:
print ("result is ",re)
Output:
Enter the number 12
result is 8.333333333333334
Enter the number 0
Something is wrong
Enter the number a
Something is wrong
We can see that one exception block is handling two type of exceptions.
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2.6.3 Python the try/finally Statement
You can use a finally: block along with a try: block. The finally block is a place to
put any code that must execute, whether the try-block raised an exception or not.
Syntax
try:
#run this action first
except:
# Run if exception occurs
Finally :
#Always run this code
Example:
try:
num = int(input("Enter the number "))
re = 100/num
except:
print ("Something is wrong")
else:
print ("result is ",re)
finally:
print ("finally program ends")
Output:
Enter the number 12
result is 8.333333333333334
finally program ends
Enter the number a
Something is wrong
finally program ends
Enter the number 0
Something is wrong
finally program ends
The finally-block is executed once the try-block is complete and any raised
exceptions have been handled. Infect finally block will run even if new exception
is raised.
2.6.4 Raising an Exception
In Python programming, exceptions are raised when corresponding errors occur at
run time, but we can force a specified exception to occur using the keyword raise.
To trigger exceptions explicitly, you can code raise statements.
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Their general form is simple Syntax
raise <instance> # Raise instance of class
raise <class> # Make and raise instance of class
raise # Reraise the most recent exception
Example:
val = int(input("Enter the number "))
try:
if val ==2:
raise IOError(“hello”)
except IOError:
print ("an exception is raised" )
else:
print ("value is not 2")
Output:
Enter the number 5
value is not 2
Enter the number 2
an exception is raised
If you enter value equal to 2 then if block will raise the exception by using raise
keyword. The except block will handle that exception.
2.6.5 User-Defined Exceptions
Programs may name their own exceptions by creating a new exception class.
Exceptions should typically be derived from the Exception class, either directly or
indirectly.
Exception classes can be defined which do anything any other class can do, but are
usually kept simple, often only offering a number of attributes that allow
information about the error to be extracted by handlers for the exception. When
creating a module that can raise several distinct errors, a common practice is to
create a base class for exceptions defined by that module, and a subclass to create
a specific exception classes for different error conditions.
Example:
class MyError(Exception):
def __init__(self, value):
self.value = value
try:
raise MyError("ohh")
except MyError:
print("My exception occurred")
Output: My exception occurred
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In above example, A subclass MyError is made by deriving class from the standard
built-in exceptions.
In this example, the default __init__() of Exception has been overridden. The new
behaviour simply creates the value attribute. This replaces the default behaviour of
creating the args attribute.
In try: block exception is raised explicitly by using raise keyword. The Exception
is caught by except block.
Example:
# define Python user-defined exceptions
class Error(Exception):
pass
class ValueTooSmallError(Error):
pass
class ValueTooLargeError(Error):
pass
number = 10
while True:
try:
i_num = int(input("Enter a number: "))
if i_num < number:
raise ValueTooSmallError
elif i_num > number:
raise ValueTooLargeError
break
except ValueTooSmallError:
print("This value is too small, try again!")
print()
except ValueTooLargeError:
print("This value is too large, try again!")
print()
print("Congratulations! You guessed it correctly.")
Output:
Enter a number: 12
This value is too large, try again!
Enter a number: 5
This value is too small, try again!
Enter a number: 10
Congratulations! You guessed it correctly.
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2.7 Let’s Sum Up
The objective of this study unit is to introduce the types of errors and the techniques
to distinguish among them in order to resolve these errors. In the first part of this
unit, we discuss definitions of errors and the techniques commonly used to identify
such errors. In the latter part of the unit we discuss error handling which gives an
overview of what exceptions are and the techniques to handle them efficiently. You
also get to know about user-defined exceptions that are supported by Python.
2.8 References
1. http://l4wisdom.com/python/python_exception.php
2. Programming with Python by The Open University of Sri Lanka, Department
of Electrical and Computer Engineering
3. https://www.digitalocean.com/community/tutorials/
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Unit-03 (File Handling)
Learning Objective
In this chapter, we start to work with files. Secondary memory/files are not
erased even when the power is turned off. Or in the case of a USB flash drive,
the data we write from our programs can be removed from the system and
transported to another system.
We will primarily focus on reading and writing text files such as those we create
in a text editor.

3.1 Introduction
Most of the programs we have seen so far are transient in the sense that they run
for a short time and produce some output, but when they end, their data
disappears. If you run the program again, it starts with a clean slate. Other
programs are persistent: they run for a long time (or all the time); they keep at
least some of their data in permanent storage (a hard drive, for example); and if
they shut down and restart, they pick up where they left off.
Examples of persistent programs are operating systems, which run pretty much
whenever a computer is on, and web servers, which run all the time, waiting for
requests to come in on the network.
One of the simplest ways for programs to maintain their data is by reading and
writing text files.
In this chapter, we start to work with files. Secondary memory/files is not erased
even when the power is turned off. Or in the case of a USB flash drive, the data
we write from our programs can be removed from the system and transported to
another system.
We will primarily focus on reading and writing text files such as those we create
in a text editor. Later we will see how to work with database files which are
binary files, specifically designed to be read and written through database
software.
Any program you write will involve reading, writing, or manipulating data. For
this reason, it's especially useful to know how to handle different file formats,
which store different types of data.
For example, consider a Python program that checks a list of users for access
control. Your list of users will likely be stored and saved in a text file. Perhaps
you are not working with text, but instead have a program that does financial
analysis. In order to do some number crunching, you will likely have to input
those numbers from a saved spreadsheet. Regardless of your application, it is
almost guaranteed that inputting or outputting data will be involved.
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This tutorial will briefly describe some of the format types Python is able to
handle. After a brief introduction to file formats, we'll go through how to open,
read, and write a text file in Python.

3.2 What is a File?
A file is simply a resource for storing information on a computer. Files are stored
in directories on a hard drive, and because they retain their data after the
computer is shut down, they are a persistent storage mechanism, instead of
temporary storage such as RAM. A file can contain any kind of data.
Files are normally used to store data and information like;
•
•
•

Configuration settings of a program
Simple data such as contact names against the phone numbers.
Images, Pictures, Photos, etc.

3.3 File Formats Support by Python
Python is super accommodating and can, with relative ease, handle a number of
different file formats, including but not limited to the following:
Txt: Plain text file(txt file) stores data that represents only characters (or
strings) and excludes any structured metadata.
CSV: Comma-separated values file uses commas (or other delimiters) to
structure stored data, allowing data to be saved in a table format.
HTML: HyperText Markup Language file stores structured data and is
commonly used with most websites.
JSON: JavaScript Object Notation is a simple and efficient format, making it
one of the most commonly used formats to store and transfer data.
In this unit, we will focus on the txt file format.

3.4 File Operations
Python handles file using a set of in-built functions. Some of the functions are,
open() and close(), read(), readline() and many more.
Some of the basic operations for file handling are given below.
•
•
•

Opening file
Working with file read, write and append
Closing file

3.4.1 Opening a File
the text file is a sequence of characters stored on a permanent medium like a hard
drive,
flash memory, or CD-ROM.
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The open() function is used to opens a file and returns a file handle associated
with the file.
Syntax:
file object = open(file_name [, access_mode])
file_name: represents the file name that you want to access.
access_mode: determines, in which mode the file has to be opened, i.e., read,
write, append, etc.
Example:
path="C:\\MyFirstPythonprogram\\aseem.txt"
days_file = open (path,'r')
In this example, we have created a string variable to store this information. In
our program, we have created the path variable and set the variable to the
aseem.txt path.
we only want to read from the file i.e. “aseem.txt”, so we can use the 'r' mode.
Then we use the open() function to open the “aseem.txt” file and assign it to the
variable days_file.
The file may be opened in one of the following modes:
File
Mode
r
w
a
r+
w+
a+
rb
wb
ab
rb+
wb+
ab+

Operations
Open for read
Open for write (truncate)
Open for write (append)
Open for read/write
Open for read/write (truncate)
Open for read/write (append)
Open for binary read
Open for binary write (truncate)
Open for binary write (append)
Open for read/write
Open for read/write (truncate)
Open for read/write (append)
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3.4.2 Closing a File
After performing all file operations of the Python file, we need to close it by
using the close() function. The close() function return true on success or false on
failure.
Syntax:
file object = close()
Example:
path="C:\\MyFirstPythonprogram\\aseem.txt"
days_file = open (path,'r')
days_file.close()

3.4.3 Read and Write Files
Since our file has been opened, we can now manipulate it (i.e. read from it)
through the variable we assigned to it. Python provides three related operations
for reading information from a file. We'll show how to use all three operations
as examples that you can try out to get an understanding of how they work.
Suppose we have a text file named “aseem.txt” having contain as follows

3.4.3.1 Read the file as a single string
Syntax: file object.read()
read() returns the entire contents of the file as a single string.
Example:
path= 'C:\\MyFirstPythonprogram\\aseem.txt'
days_file = open (path,'r')
print(days_file.read())
days_file.close()
Output:
aseem kumar patel.
Odisha State Open University.
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Sambalpur, Odisha.2.4.3.2 Read the file line by line
readline() returns the next line of the file, returning the text up to and including
the next newline character. More simply put, this operation will read a file lineby-line.
Syntax: days_file.readline()
Example:
path= 'C:\\ MyFirstPythonprogram\\aseem.txt'
days_file = open (path,'r')
print(days_file.readline())
days_file.close()
Output:
aseem kumar patel.
Once we read a line with the readline operation it will pass to the next line. So
if we were to call this operation again, it would return the next line in the file.
Example:
path= 'C:\\ MyFirstPythonprogram\\aseem.txt'
days_file = open (path,'r')
print(days_file.readline())
print(days_file.readline())
days_file.close()
Output:
aseem kumar patel.
Odisha State Open University.

3.4.3.3 Read the file line by line
The last operation, <file>.readlines() returns a list of the lines in the file, where
each item of the list represents a single line.
Syntax: days_file.readlines()
Example:
path= 'C:\\ MyFirstPythonprogram\\aseem.txt'
days_file = open (path,'r')
print(days_file.readlines())
days_file.close()
Output:
['aseem kumar patel.\n', 'Odisha State Open University.\n', 'Sambalpur, Odisha.']
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Something to keep in mind when you are reading from files, once a file has been
read using one of the read operations, it cannot be read again. For example, if
you were to first run days_file.read() followed by days_file.readlines() the
second operation would return an empty string. Therefore, anytime you wish to
read from a file you will have to first open a new file variable.
Example:
path= 'C:\\Users\\OSOU-18\\PycharmProjects\\MyFirstPythonprogram\\aseem.txt'
days_file = open (path,'r')
print(days_file.read())
print("+++++++++++++++++++++++++")
print(days_file.readline())
print("+++++++++++++++++++++++++")
print(days_file.readlines())
days_file.close()
Output:
aseem kumar patel.
Odisha State Open University.
Sambalpur, Odisha.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++
+++++++++++++++++++++++++
[]

3.4.4 Writing a File
Writing to a text file is similar to reading from the file. When opening the file
two choices are available, either to append or to truncate the file. Appending to
the file leaves any content already within the file untouched while truncating the
file removes any content already within the file.
Important to note, if new_days.txt already existed before opening the file its old
contents would have been destroyed, so be careful when using the 'w' mode.
Syntax: file object.write(data)
Example:
path= 'C:\\MyFirstPythonprogram\\aseem.txt'
days="hello world"
days_file = open (path,'w')
print(days_file.write(days))
days_file = open (path,'r')
print(days_file.read())
days_file.close()
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Output: hello world
An example of writing a list to a file with each list item on a new line is given below.
# List of data values to be outputted.
aList = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
'one', 'two', 'three', 'four', 'five',
'six', 'seven', 'eight', 'nine', 'ten']
# Open the file for writing
dataFile = open('aseem.txt', 'w')
# Loop through each item in the list
# and write it to the output file.
for eachitem in aList:
dataFile.write(str(eachitem)+'\n')
dataFile = open('aseem.txt','r')
print(dataFile.readlines())
# Close the output file
dataFile.close()
Output:
['1\n', '2\n', '3\n', '4\n', '5\n', '6\n', '7\n', '8\n', '9\n', '10\n', 'one\n', 'two\n', 'three\n',
'four\n', 'five\n', 'six\n', 'seven\n', 'eight\n', 'nine\n', 'ten\n']
If we change the mode from “w” to “a” append mode then the new content will
be added with the existing content. Let’s see the below example for better
understanding
Example:
# List of data values to be outputted.
aList = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,]
dataFile = open('aseem.txt','r')
print("Data in aseem.txt file before append operation")
print(dataFile.readlines())
# Open the file for writing
dataFile = open('aseem.txt', 'a')
for eachitem in aList:
dataFile.write(str(eachitem)+'\n')
dataFile = open('aseem.txt','r')
print("Data in aseem.txt file after appeand operation")
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print(dataFile.readlines())
# Close the output file
dataFile.close()
Output:
Data in aseem.txt file before appeand operation
['aseem patel\n', 'Odisha State Open University']
Data in aseem.txt file after append operation
['aseem patel\n', 'Odisha State Open University1\n', '2\n', '3\n', '4\n', '5\n', '6\n', '7\n', '8\n', '9\n',
'10\n']

3.5 Searching through a file
When you are searching through data in a file, it is a very common pattern to
read through a file, ignoring most of the lines and only processing lines which
meet a particular condition. We can combine the pattern for reading a file with
string methods to build simple search mechanisms.
For example, if we wanted to read a file and only print outlines which started
with the prefix “From:”, we could use the string method starts with to select only
those lines with the desired prefix:
Example:
fhand = open('aseem.txt','r')
print("Data in aseem.txt file")
print(fhand.read())
print("Data in aseem.txt file After Search")
fhand = open('aseem.txt','r')
for line in fhand:
if line.startswith('From:'):
print(line)
Output:
Data in aseem.txt file
From: zqian@osou.ac.in
From: rjlowe@osou.ac.in
Frm: stephen.marquard@osou.ac.in
From: louis@osou.ac.in
Fro: zqian@osou.ac.in
From: rjlowe@osou.ac.in
Data in aseem.txt file After Search
From: zqian@osou.ac.in
From: rjlowe@osou.ac.in
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From: louis@osou.ac.in
From: rjlowe@osou.ac.in

3.6 Python Pickle
Text files are convenient because you can read, write and append them with any
text editor, but they are limited to storing a series of character. Sometimes you
may want to store more complex information like list, dictionary.
Here we will use Python pickle. Python Pickle is used to storing more complex
data like list, dictionary.
Python pickle module is used for serializing and de-serializing a Python object
structure. Any object in Python can be pickled so that it can be saved on disk.
What pickle does is that it “serializes” the object first before writing it to file.
Pickling is a way to convert a python object (list, dict, etc.) into a character
stream. The idea is that this character stream contains all the information
necessary to reconstruct the object in another python script.
The pickle module is used for implementing binary protocols for serializing and
de-serializing a Python object structure.
Pickling: It is a process where a Python object hierarchy is converted into a byte
stream.
Unpickling: It is the inverse of Pickling process where a byte stream is
converted into an object hierarchy.
dumps() – This function is called to serialize an object hierarchy.
loads() – This function is called to de-serialize a data stream.
Example:
import pickle
skill = ["Python", "Java", "PHP"]
pickle_file = open("pick.dat","ab")
pickle.dump(skill,pickle_file)
aa=open("pick.dat",'rb')
db = pickle.load(aa)
print(db)
pickle_file.close()
Output:
['Python', 'Java', ‘PHP’]
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Example:
import pickle
def storeData():
# initializing data to be stored in db
aseem = {'key': 'aseem','name': 'aseem Patel',
'age': 21,'pay': 4000}
siba = {'key': 'siba','name': 'siba Panda',
'age': 25,'pay': 5050}
# database
db = {}
db['aseem'] = aseem
db['siba'] = siba
# It's important to use binary mode
dbfile = open('examplePickle','ab')
# source, destination
pickle.dump(db,dbfile)
dbfile.close()

def loadData():
# for reading also binary mode is important
dbfile = open('examplePickle','rb')
db = pickle.load(dbfile)
for keys in db:
print(keys,'=>',db[keys])
dbfile.close()

if __name__ == '__main__':
storeData()
loadData()
Output:
aseem => {'key': 'aseem', 'name': 'aseem Patel', 'age': 21, 'pay': 4000}
siba => {'key': 'siba', 'name': 'siba Panda', 'age': 25, 'pay': 5050}
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3.7 Let’s Sum Up
In this unit, we went through how to handle and manipulate plain text files in
Python 3. Now you can open, read, write, and close files in Python, and you can
continue working with your own data in Python.

3.8 References:
1. http://learningzone.rspsoc.org.uk/index.php/LearningMaterials/Python-Scripting/3.1-Read-and-write-to-text-files
2. https://www.digitalocean.com/community/tutorials/how-to-handleplain-text-files-in-python-3
3. Python for Informatics by Charles Severance
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Unit-04 (Numpy in Python)
4.1 Introduction
NumPy (pronounced num-pie and acronym for 'Numerical Python' or 'Numeric
Python') is a popular scientific library for Python that gives a developer,
academic, or scientist tools to work with high-level mathematical functions as
well as multi-dimensional arrays and matrices.
It is a blessing for integrating C, C++ and FORTRAN tools. It also provides
numerous functions for Fourier transform (FT) and linear algebra. Python has an
integer type, a float type, and a complex type; however, this is not enough for
scientific computing and, for this reason, NumPy has a lot more data types with
varying precision, dependent on memory requirements.
The built-in data types of Python discussed in the previous part are powerful and
flexible enough for many programming tasks. However, in science, we often want
to do computations on a collection of numerical data. Suppose we have five
participants, for each of which we have an age and a weight, and we want to
compute their body mass index (BMI). In MATLAB, we can use a vector of
weights and a vector of length and operate on those, element-wise. The closest
thing to a vector in Python would be a <list>. However, the <list> data type does
not allow such element-wise operations. As you might remember, operators such
as '+' and '*' perform concatenations and replications of lists, whereas operators
such as '/' and '-' do not work at all!
The NumPy package is the workhorse of data analysis, machine learning, and
scientific computing in the python ecosystem. It vastly simplifies manipulating
and crunching vectors and matrices. Some of python’s leading package relies on
NumPy as a fundamental piece of their infrastructure (examples include scikitlearn, SciPy, pandas, and tensorflow). Beyond the ability to slice and dice
numeric data, mastering numpy will give you an edge when dealing and
debugging with advanced use cases in these libraries.

4.2 Operations using NumPy
Using NumPy, a developer can perform the following operations −
•
•
•

Mathematical and logical operations on arrays.
Fourier transforms and routines for shape manipulation.
Operations related to linear algebra. NumPy has in-built functions for
linear algebra and random number generation.

4.3 Why NumPy instead of lists?
One might think of why one should prefer arrays in NumPy instead we can create
lists having the same data type. If this statement also rings a bell then the
following reasons may convince you:
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1. Numpy arrays have contiguous memory allocation. Thus, if the same
array stored as the list will require more space as compared to arrays.
2. They are speedier to work with and hence are more efficient than the lists.
3. They are more convenient to deal with.
We will learn about these points in more details in later part of this unit.

4.4 Importing numpy
Before going details on numpy let’s try to understand how to write a simple
python program using numpy.
Firstly, you need to import the numpy library. Importing numpy can be done by
running the following command:
import numpy as np
It is a general approach to import numpy with alias as 'np'. If an alias is not
provided then to access the functions from numpy we shall write
numpy.function. To make it easier an alias 'np' is introduced so we can write
np.function.
So just write the above statement in a python file and run it. If it shows any error
message then we need to install numpy in our system.
Example:
NumpyExample.py
import numpy as np
output:
import numpy as np
ModuleNotFoundError: No module named 'numpy'
If we get such type of message then our numpy is not installed in the system. The
first step is to install the numpy package into the system.

4.5 How to install Numpy in PyCharm
Step-01
Open the pycharm IDE as follows
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Step-02
Goto File->Setting
Goto file option, present at the top of the pycharm and click on setting option.
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Step-03
In setting → Project:ProjectName →Project Interpreter-> +
Go to setting wizard and select Project: ProjectName Option. Where you will get
two option Project Interpreter and Program Structure.
Choose the first option i.e. “Project Interpreter” and click on “+” symbol present in
the right top corner as shown in the below figure.

Step-04
Then it will show you an Available Packages Wizard on the screen.
Type Numpy in the search box and click on install Package button. After a while, the numpy
package will be get installed.
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Step-05

If it will show you a screen like above then Numpy is installed in your system
successfully. And you are ready to start writing Python program using Numpy.

4.6 Common functions of numpy
Here I have listed a few important functions that are used with numpy very
frequently.
Functions

Tasks

array

Create numpy array

ndim

Dimension of the array

shape

Size of the array (Number of Rows and Columns)

size

Total number of elements in the array

dtype

Type of elements in the array, i.e., int64, character

reshape

Reshapes the array without changing the original shape

resize

Reshapes the array. Also, change the original shape

arrange

Create a sequence of numbers in an array

Itemsize

Size in bytes of each item

diag

Create a diagonal matrix

vstack

Stacking vertically

hstack

Stacking horizontally

4.7 Simple Program using Numpy/ 1D Array
You can create a NumPy array by passing a python list to it and using
“np.array()”.
In this case, python creates the array we can see on the right here:
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NumpyEx.py
import numpy as np
a = np.array([1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9])
print(a)
Output:
[1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9]
Notice that in np.array square brackets are present. Absence of square bracket
introduces an error. To print the array we can use print(a).
ListEx.py
items = [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9]
print(items)
Output:
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
In the above, we have written two different programs. One is using Numpy and
another is using List.
Initially, both of the programs look the same. Even the output is the same. But
Numpy is had more advantage over Lists especially based on speed and memory
allocation.
There are often cases when we want NumPy to initialize the values of the array
for us. NumPy provides methods like ones(), zeros(), and random.random() for
these cases. We just pass them the number of elements we want it to generate:

2D Array
A 2D array in numpy can be created in the following manner:
g = np.array([(10,20,30),(40,50,60)])
Alternatively
g = np.array([[10,20,30],[40,50,60]])
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Example:
import numpy as np
g = np.array([(10,20,30),(40,50,60)])
print(g)
Output:
[[10 20 30]
[40 50 60]]
It is very simple to Write a 2D Array and print. The dimension, total number of
elements and shape can be ascertained by ndim, size and shape respectively:
g.ndim
g.size
g.shape
Example:
import numpy as np
g = np.array([(10,20,30),(40,50,60)])
print(g)
print(g.ndim) #Dimension of the array
print(g.size) # Total number of elements in the array
print(g.shape) # Size of the array (Number of rows and Columns)
print(g.itemsize) # memory occupies by an data item
print(g.dtype) # datatype of the data items
Output:
[[10 20 30]
[40 50 60]]
2
6
(2, 3)
4
int32
Here 2 is the dimension of the Array, means g is a 2-dimensional array. 6 is the
number of elements in the array and (2,3) shows the number of rows and column
of the matrix. Here 4 bytes represent the size of each element in Array and dtype
returns the data types of the Array which is int32 (integer 32 bits).
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4.8 How Numpy is better than Lists in terms of Memory Management
Let's try to write a program to create a list and Numpy to store 1000 elements and
try to check how much of space it occupies in memory.
Example:
ListsEx1.py
import time
import sys
s=range(1000)
print(sys.getsizeof(5)*len(s))
Output:
14000
Here getsizeof() function of sys object returns the space allocated for a single
value and len() function returns the number of element stores in the list. So when
we multiply sys.getsizeof(5)*len(s)), it returns the total space allocated to the list.
NumpyEx1.py
import numpy as np
a=np.arange(1000)
print(a.size*a.itemsize)
Output:
4000
Here, in Numpy Example a.size represents the size of an individual element and
a.itemsize returns the total number of elements in Numpy Array. So
a.size*a.itemsize returns the total space allocated to the Numpy Array.
So you can see the List “s” occupies 14000 bit of space for a list size 1000 whereas
for numpy of the same size occupies just 4000 bits of memory. This proves that
Numpy is better compared to Lists in terms of memory management.

4.9 How Numpy is faster and more convenient than Lists in
terms of Time
Let’s try to understand this with an example where we try to add to the Array of
the element of length 100000. And find out the time taken to perform this task
using Lists and Numpy Array.
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Example:
NumpyListsEx1.py
import numpy as np
import sys
import time
SIZE=100000
L1=range(SIZE) # Defined list L1 of size 100000
L2=range(SIZE) # Defined list L2 of size 100000
A1=np.arange((SIZE)) # Defined Numpy Array A1 of size 100000
A2=np.arange((SIZE)) # Defined Numpy Array A2 of size 100000
start=time.time()
result=[(x,y) for x,y in zip(L1,L2)] # code to
print((time.time()-start)*1000) # time in milisec
start=time.time()
result=A1+A2
print((time.time()-start)*1000) # time in milisec
Here, first, we import the packages of python that we required in this program i.e.
Numpy, sys and time.
Then declared a variable named size which is equal to 100000. Then we have
defined two lists L1 and L2 with size 100000. And two Numpy Array A1 and A2
with the same size as L1 and L2.
Now we try to calculate the sum of both the lists and both the Numpy Array and
also calculate the time taken to calculate the sum of Lists L1, L2 and sum of
Numpy Arrays A1 and A2.
Output:
14.958858489990234
3.9894580841064453
So this is the reason why we choose the Numpy Array over Lists.

4.10 Operations on Arrays
A NumPy array is basically like a container that holds numeric data that’s all of the same data
types. We can create a very simple NumPy array as follows:
import numpy as np
np.array([[1,2,3,4,5,6],[7,8,9,10,11,12]])
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Here, we’ve used the NumPy array function to create a 2-dimensional array with
2 rows and 6 columns. Notice as well that all of the data are integers. Again, in a
NumPy array, all of the data must be of the same data type.
Keep in mind that NumPy arrays can be quite a bit more complicated as well. It’s
possible to construct 3-dimensional arrays and N-dimensional arrays. For the sake
of clarity though, we’ll work with 1 and 2-dimensional arrays in this post.

4.10.1 Array Arithmetic
Let’s create two NumPy arrays to showcase their usefulness. We’ll call
them data and ones:

Adding them up position-wise (i.e. adding the values of each row) is as simple as
typing data + ones:

When I started learning such tools, I found it refreshing that an abstraction like
this makes me not have to program such a calculation in loops. It’s a wonderful
abstraction that allows you to think about problems at a higher level.
And it’s not only addition that we can do this way:

There are often cases when we want carry out an operation between an array and
a single number (we can also call this an operation between a vector and a scalar).
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Say, for example, our array represents distance in miles and we want to convert
it to kilometers. We simply say data * 1.6:

See how NumPy understood that operation to mean that the multiplication should
happen with each cell? That concept is called broadcasting, and it’s very useful.

4.10.2 Arithmetic Operations
The operators +, -, *, / and ** all act element-wise on arrays
Suppose we have two Numpy Array of 1D
a = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4])
b = np.array([5, 6, 7, 8]) and if we want to perform summation of these two then
it is very simple. Just add a+b and you will get the result.
Example:
NumpyListsEx1.py
import numpy as np
a = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4])
b = np.array([5, 6, 7, 8])
print(a+b)
Output:
[ 6 8 10 12]
Similarly, if we want to multiply these two Array then perform a*b.
Example:
NumpyListsEx2.py
import numpy as np
a = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4])
b = np.array([5, 6, 7, 8])
print(a*b)
Output:
[ 5 12 21 32]
Example: Write a Python program for addition, subtraction, multiplication and
Division
NumpyListsEx3.py
import numpy as np
a = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4])
b = np.array([5, 6, 7, 8])
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print("Addition is..",a+b)
print("Substraction is..",a-b)
print("Multiplication is..",a*b)
print("Division is..",a/b)
Output:
Addition is.. [ 6 8 10 12]
Subtraction is.. [-4 -4 -4 -4]
Multiplication is.. [ 5 12 21 32]
Division is.. [0.2
0.33333333 0.42857143 0.5 ]
We can also use @ to take the inner product of two flat arrays i.e. a@b
Example: Write a Python program for addition, subtraction, multiplication of
matrix
NumpyListsEx4.py
import numpy as np
a = np.arange(9).reshape(3,3)
print ('First array:')
print (a )
print ('Second array:' )
b = np.arange(9).reshape(3,3)
print(b)
print ('Add the two arrays:' )
print (np.add(a,b))
print ('Subtract the two arrays:')
print (np.subtract(a,b) )
print ('Multiply the two arrays:' )
print (np.multiply(a,b) )
Output:
First array:
[[0 1 2]
[3 4 5]
[6 7 8]]
Second array:
[[0 1 2]
[3 4 5]
[6 7 8]]
Add the two arrays:
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[[ 0 2 4]
[ 6 8 10]
[12 14 16]]
Subtract the two arrays:
[[0 0 0]
[0 0 0]
[0 0 0]]
Multiply the two arrays:
[[ 0 1 4]
[ 9 16 25]
[36 49 64]]

4.10.3 Aggregation
Additional benefits NumPy gives us are aggregation functions:

In addition to min, max, and sum, you get all the greats like mean to get the
average, prod to get the result of multiplying all the elements together, std to get
standard deviation and plenty of others. Few of them are as follows.

numpy.power()
This function treats elements in the first input array as a base and returns it raised
to the power of the corresponding element in the second input array.
Example:
import numpy as np
a = np.array([2,3,5])
print ('My array is:')
print( a )
print ('Applying power function:')
print(np.power(a,2) )
print ('My Second array:' )
b = np.array([1,2,3])
print (b )
print ('Applying power function:')
print (np.power(a,b))
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Output:
My array is:
[2 3 5]
Applying power function:
[ 4 9 25]
My Second array:
[1 2 3]
Applying power function:
[ 2 9 125]

numpy.median()
Median is defined as the value separating the higher half of a data sample from
the lower half. The numpy.median() function is used as shown in the following
program.
import numpy as np
a = np.array([[30,65,70],[80,95,10],[50,90,60]])
print('Our array is:')
print(a)
print('Applying median() function:')
print(np.median(a))
print('Applying median() function along axis 0:')
print(np.median(a,axis=0))
print('Applying median() function along axis 1:')
print(np.median(a,axis=1))

numpy.mean()
Arithmetic mean is the sum of elements along an axis divided by the number of
elements. The numpy.mean() function returns the arithmetic mean of elements in
the array. If the axis is mentioned, it is calculated along it.
import numpy as np
a = np.array([[1,2,3],[3,4,5],[4,5,6]])
print 'Our array is:'
print a
print 'Applying mean() function:'
print np.mean(a)
print 'Applying mean() function along axis 0:'
print np.mean(a, axis = 0)
print 'Applying mean() function along axis 1:'
print np.mean(a, axis = 1)
numpy.average()
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Weighted average is an average resulting from the multiplication of each
component by a factor reflecting its importance. The numpy.average()function
computes the weighted average of elements in an array according to their
respective weight given in another array. The function can have an axis
parameter. If the axis is not specified, the array is flattened.
Considering an array [1,2,3,4] and corresponding weights [4,3,2,1], the weighted
average is calculated by adding the product of the corresponding elements and
dividing the sum by the sum of weights.
Weighted average = (1*4+2*3+3*2+4*1)/(4+3+2+1)

Example
import numpy as np
a = np.array([1,2,3,4])
print 'Our array is:'
print a
print '\n'
print 'Applying average() function:'
print np.average(a)
print '\n'
# this is same as mean when weight is not specified
wts = np.array([4,3,2,1])
print 'Applying average() function again:'
print np.average(a,weights = wts)
print '\n'
# Returns the sum of weights, if the returned parameter is set to True.
print 'Sum of weights'
print np.average([1,2,3, 4],weights = [4,3,2,1], returned = True)

Standard Deviation
Standard deviation is the square root of the average of squared deviations from
mean. The formula for standard deviation is as follows:
std = sqrt(mean(abs(x - x.mean())**2))
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If the array is [1, 2, 3, 4], then its mean is 2.5. Hence the squared deviations are
[2.25, 0.25, 0.25, 2.25] and the square root of its mean divided by 4, i.e., sqrt (5/4)
is 1.1180339887498949.
Example
import numpy as np
print np.std([1,2,3,4])

4.11 Let’s Sum Up
The NumPy package is the workhorse of data analysis, machine learning, and
scientific computing in the python ecosystem. It vastly simplifies manipulating and
crunching vectors and matrices. Some of python’s leading package relies on
NumPy as a fundamental piece of their infrastructure. Beyond the ability to slice
and dice numeric data, mastering numpy will give you an edge when dealing and
debugging with advanced use-cases in these libraries.
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